2006 mustang starter

Choose Quality Excellent fit, secure performance, and robust framework are the major qualities
of Bosch's original equipment starter. This replacement product is properly designed to
perform like the We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Shop Ford Mustang Starter. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: MPA Part Number: NP OE no. Page 1
of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. When it
concerns choosing a reputable manufacturer for your electrical system's starter, consider
Bosch. Feb 09, What a great find! I have purchased a few items from here and it has been a
wonderful experience. Pat Koloski. Purchased on Jan 01, Jun 05, Perfect parts every time. If you
have ever replaced the starter n a Expedition, you know how difficult it can be. It would be
worse if the replacement was not an exact fit. This product is the second part I have purchased
from CarParts, and this will not be the last. Fred Kraus. Purchased on May 21, May 13, Great
price. Mark Moore. Purchased on Jan 04, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Ford Mustang owners have reported 8 problems related to
starter under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Mustang based on all
problems reported for the Mustang. In early March upon exiting a store parking onto and pulling
onto yorba linda blvd the vehicle experienced a sudden power loss and engine stop. The vehicle
would not restart as it rolled down the street. We managed to pull it to the curb. By cycling the
ignition system the vehicle restarted on a fourth attempt. Each starter cycle was approximately
seconds. No warning lights were apparent pre or post the event. Approximately 1 week later, in
mid-March the vehicle experienced the same power loss again while pulling away from a stop
sign into an intersection, again in yorba linda, CA. The vehicle was pushed out of the
intersection, the starter cycled, it cycled twice for approximately 15 seconds each period and on
the third attempted restated. Most recently the vehicle experienced 2 dangerous events. The
vehicle was going downhill on a 2 lane highway at approximately 60 mph when all power was
lost. On a downhill the vehicle coasted in gear with compression engine braking slowing the
vehicle. The vehicle was pulled over into the pull out. The instrument panel was fully functional
but no engine power, no warning lights other than a yellow square saying the accessories were
powered. No warning lights, no problem indicator lights. The engine started immediately after
reaching a full stop with a single press of the ignition button. Later the same day while
attempting to get to a dealership the vehicle again lost power while beginning to accelerate.
Speed was 64 mph. The vehicle had no warning lights or other indicators illuminated. The
vehicle was driven immediately to the nearest dealer. Ford has been notified. See all problems
of the Ford Mustang. My Ford Mustang has been experiencing problems starting with the
vehicle in the park position. All of the appropriate lights on the dash come on, but the car will
not crank until I place the gear shift lever into the neutral position. This happens with the car
parked on level ground and the emergency brakes applied and I have verified that the indicator
shows the p for park. The recall was 12c23, NHTSA 12v, my Mustang was not included in this
recall, but I have the same problem with an unproperly calibrated trs. During rain, the entire
electrical system shut down. Radio, windows, headlights, taillights, turn signals, hazards, door
locks, keyfob, fuel gauge, oil pressure, coolant temperature gauge, hand brake indicator,
traction control system, brake switch for taking car out of park , starter once the car is turned
off, it will not start again. I have looked at several online owners' forums and there are
numerous cases of this commonly-documented safety problem. I have had the vehicle in for
this exact issue before and the problem could not be located or reproduced during rain, the
entire electrical system shut down. I have had the vehicle in for this exact issue before and the
result is "the problem could not be located or reproduced ". Consumer writes in regards to an
exploding electrical starter motor the vehicle also exhibited loud transmission noises from the
day of original purchase. Because the noise did not sound normal, the vehicle was returned to
the dealer. The dealership took ten days establish the fact that the drive-train noise was
considered by them to be normal. A few weeks ago, I had to drive across town to pick up my
sister from work ironically, she was having a car problem. I stopped for an accident, and I
noticed the headlights getting dimmer and dimmer. I looked at the battery gauge and saw that
the car was dying. Since I was in the middle lane, I kind of of panicked and shut the car off,
figuring I could let it sit without running for a couple of minutes to give it a chance to get it's act
together. When I saw the traffic begin to inch forward I tried to turn the car back on, but it
wouldn't budge. I didn't even hear the starter turn. It was completely dead! I put on my blinkers,
and those fizzled out within minutes, too. So I was, stuck on the middle lane of the highway with
a dead battery. I tried to get someone's attention for help but people just stared and inched

forward with the rest of the traffic. The right lane and my lane started moving at regular speed
so now there were cars and semis whizzing behind and past me. Finally some guy stepped out
and helped me push my car to the edge of the road. He tried to jump it but it still wouldn't start.
A cop pulled up and helped me jump the car with some heavy duty cables. This was weeks ago
and the car has been fine since. I had the alternator, battery and everything else checked at the
shop right away and nothing was wrong. I've already had my alternator replaced twice since I
bought the car two years ago, the last time being in February. So it just gives out when it feels
like it. I even had the belt replaced a few months ago, so that's new too. It's does this
periodically and only when I'm driving, and nobody can figure out why. I was stopped at a light
when my wrench light came on. I tried to drive but my vehicle was jerking really bad. I prayed
driving down the access road that I would just make it to the dealership 10 miles away. I pulled
in shut the vehicle off. They kept my car overnight and when I picked it up the next day they
could not find anything wrong with it and when they turned it on no wrench light. One week
later, my car did this again. Except this time I left my vehicle on so they could see the wrench
light. They replaced the fuel pump. Only had 20, miles on my Mustang v6. Now it is Nov. And my
manual transmission is gone. After owning 6 standard vehicles this is the first time I have ever
had a clutch go out. Dealership said I got the last part in the us. Backordered till March I have
since gone to pick up my vehicle 2 times. First time we stood in line to be told that they had test
driven it again and they had to re-do the job. Went to pick it up last night and almost got
stranded with my two kids because it was not drivable. First it was stuck in 1st gear. Had to turn
the car completely off to put it in neutral. So then I tried to put it in first and no luck. Then I tried
one last time got it to move about 20 yards forward before I noticed there was a loud clunking
noise coming from under the hood. This was at 9pm. Called this morning at 11am and was told
my car was ready and it was the starter. Yeah right. Got one invoice last night only need two
more before they buy my lemon back!! Was sitting at a high traffic intersection when car shut
off and was very hard to start back up and get out of the way my car has done this 5 or 6 times I
had it looked at but they could not find the problem said they would need to keep it and drive
the car to see but when I let them have it for a week it never did it so now I always take the
chance it can do it at anytime any where I put new starter before this started happening but car
is still very hard to start. On startup, most often but not limited to after sitting overnight, engine
produces a 'clicking' or 'racheting' noise. When ignition is turned to off, starter grinds and
makes horrible noise as if 'starting a car that is already running'. In order to turn engine off first
I must crank key to start position, where starter then grinds and whirs because engine is
running, then back to off position before engine will kill. I always turn it off and restart it.
Problem occurred after 1 month of ownership and is seemingly random?. Car Problems. Starter
problem of the Ford Mustang 1. Starter problem of the Ford Mustang 2. Starter problem of the
Ford Mustang 3. Starter problem of the Ford Mustang 4. Starter problem of the Ford Mustang 5.
Starter problem of the Ford Mustang 6. Starter problem of the Ford Mustang 7. Starter problem
of the Ford Mustang 8. Electrical System problems. Instrument Panel problems. Dashboard
Failed problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Car Will Not
Start problems. Battery problems. Dash Wiring problems. Going through a seperation from my
spouse, he disconnected the starter, how do I reconnect it. KenF answered about a year ago.
Check your fuses and relays first, especially the starter relay. That's a much easier way to
disable a car than crawling underneath it to disconnect wiring. PS: you should file a police
report. Can I replace the motor in my Mustang v6 with a v4 mustang motor? Does anyone know
where you can check the Transmission oil on a Gt Mustang? And the best way to do that? I
need a new transmission in my mustang v6. Will a transmission from a mustang work? I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford Mustang question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Mustang Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For
Sale. This is by far the worst and most annoying problem i have with my car. It started in Sept
07 and has been occurring since then getting worse and worse. It finally got to the point in April
where i was in the middle of driving and taking it to dealership and it completely cut off in the
middle of the road. All of the lights came on check engine, maintenance, battery, all of them. It
restarted and did the same thing again, pulled off the road and it completely died. Would not
restart or turn over or anything. Had it towed under warranty to the dealership. They replaced
the throttle body. I thought this headache was over. However yesterday it started to have the
rough and erratic idle that it had previously. It is still not switching gears when it should, and

having a delayed acceleration. I have taken it to ford 4 times, about to be the fifth for this same
problem. One of the main problems was when i would take it to them they could not duplicate
the problem and for some odd reason the computer was not registering when the engine would
cut off so they had to record of it stalling out. The dealership i take mine too also does not rent
cars when you drop one off for servicing. And im not 21 yet, so i cant go rent one on my own.
Which also causes more stress because i have to worry about how i can get to work. Overall it
makes me want to trade it in and get something not made by Ford. Occasionally I will try to start
the car and it will not start. The engine will turn over, but it will not start. Usually I have to have
the key in the start position for about 10 seconds before it will start. If you have a for-profit
service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 2 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Mustang problem yet. Be the first! Find
a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 7 hrs and 9 mins Details. Only 10 left in
stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout.
Ships from. Sold by. OEG Parts. New Starter Replacement F Include Add a Protection Plan:.
Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after
manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all
included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by
SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished
products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical
breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a
gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit
"Your Orders" on Amazon. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the Parts Player Store. This
fits your. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. TYC Fd Xplor 4. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Compare with similar items. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Ordered this for my Ford Explorer 4. Images in this review. Bendix stopped working
after a few months spins free, occasional, momentary engagement. One person found this
helpful. Starter fit like the original and thus far performs very well. Having been sourced from
China, durability is still in question. For now I have absolutely no complaints. Fit
2002 volkswagen jetta fuel pump
mitsubishi montego
ord focus
my truck, was shipped quick, and wasn't hard to install. And saved me Perfect fit works likena
champ. See all reviews. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

